
Serve & Store

USAGE
Before use, remove labels and hand wash the product.
Seal is removable for easy cleaning, hand wash only.
Base is microwave, dishwasher and oven safe (remove bamboo lid before use).
Bamboo lid is not microwave, dishwasher or oven safe.
Remove bamboo lid before putting glass base into the microwave or oven.
Bamboo lid and glass base are fridge safe.
After removing glass storers from microwave or oven, allow the base and its contents to cool before
covering with the bamboo lid.

Bake, serve & store
Modular lid stacking system for no tumble security
Premium borosilicate glass with bamboo lid
Bamboo lid is FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) and
BSCI (Business Social Compliance Initiative) certified.
BPA free

CARE AND USAGE GUIDE
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CARE
Hand wash before use.
Base is dishwasher safe. 
Lid is not dishwasher safe.
Avoid using abrasive cleaners or scrubbers on the bamboo lid and glass base.
Bamboo lid may stain.



Serve & Store

Avoid sudden or severe temperature changes.
Do not heat an empty or nearly empty storer in the microwave or oven.
Not suitable for cooking popcorn or for use with special browning papers.
Use minimum cooking time and monitor regularly.
After microwaving or oven cooking without bamboo lid, contents and glass storer may be very
hot.
Use oven mitts to prevent risk of burn injury.
Do not handle glass storer with anything wet.
Do not place a hot glass storer on a cold or wet surface, we recommend using a heat mat.
Do not add cool or room temperature liquid to a hot glass storer.
Do not use on hotplates, stovetops, in a toaster oven, under a grill or over flames.
Do not nest glass storer whilst hot from the dishwasher.
Do not place the bamboo lid on base while base or contents are hot.
Do not use the bamboo lid as the heat mat for the base.
Do not use bamboo lid and glass base in freezer.
Glass storers are breakable and must be handled with care to avoid personal injury or
property damage.
Cease use if glass is chipped, cracked or has significant scratches.
If product is damaged, discontinue use.

WARNINGS

Bake, serve & store.
Modular lid stacking system for no tumble security.
Premium borosilicate glass with bamboo lid.
Bamboo lid is FSC (Forest Stewardship Council)
and BSCI (Business Social Compliance Initiative)
certified.
BPA free.
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